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Abstract— This paper introduces a new challenge problem,
designing robotic systems to recover after disassembly from
high energy events. Implementation of a camera-based
localization algorithm for self-reassembly is discussed. The
control architecture for the various states of the robot, from
fully-assembled to the modes for sequential docking, are
explained and inter-module communication details for the
robotic system are described.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

he April 2007 special issue of IRAM [1] had a theme on
grand challenges of robotics. It included the grand
challenges from a variety of robotics specialties. One of the
grand challenges proposed for modular self-reconfigurable
robots is the ability for a system to repair itself after being
exploded into many pieces. The effort to solve this grand
challenge pushes the technical ability for integrated systems
to plan and execute self-assembling hardware and software
under unstructured conditions. Solving the challenge will
show a level of robustness in a system in a way that has
never been done before in any system. Robustness is one of
the three promises of self-reconfiguring modular robotic
systems [2], the others being, versatility and low cost.
This paper introduces the problem, the issues involved
and one implementation towards this goal. The
implementation demonstrates reconfiguration using a
relatively small number of modules rather than the
thousands of components ultimately envisioned. This paper
is organized as follows: Section II presents the Robotic Selfreassembly after Explosion problem, its value and some of
the issues with references to existing work. Section III goes
into some technical detail about the problem. Section IV
presents an implementation towards solving the problem.
Finally, Section V presents future work and conclusions.
II. ROBOTIC SELF-REASSEMBLY AFTER EXPLOSION (SAE)
The SAE problem, involves a system putting itself back
together after being exploded. The main word to define is
explosion. Explosion in this context is defined as the rapid
randomized disassembly of a system from a high energy
event.
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Grand challenges are often best described by what a
demonstration of a solution would look like. For the SAE
problem, the solution would show this sequence:
1) Doing a task.
2) Being exploded into many pieces
3) Self-repair (self-assembly)
4) Continuing the task
A. Structured disassembly from an unstructured event
One key aspect of the solution presented in this paper is to
add structure to the explosion by designing the system to
break along specified boundaries which we call structured
disassembly. Engineering solutions for structured
disassembly includes ensuring that the bonds between
modules are the bonds that will be the only ones broken in
an explosion. Typically this is done by designing the system
such that the target bonds are weakest relative to the forces
and torques seen during an explosive event (e.g. an impact).
Some may argue that rather than spend efforts to
disassemble in a structured manner and then reassemble,
efforts should be spent to make sure the system won’t break
into pieces in the first place. One answer to this argument is
that there may be unexpected conditions in which forces are
larger than planned for, such as an earthquake or terrorist
activity. Even beyond this, there are situations where
breaking apart may be desired. Just as car bumpers are made
to crumple to absorb the energy of an impact, the
disassembly of specific bonds holding a structure together
may also absorb the energy of an impact. Ski boot
automatic detaching devices are an example of a system
where structured disassembly helps to protect more fragile
components such as injury to feet and legs. Here, an
important metric in analyzing the level of survivable
explosion is the amount of energy absorbed by the breaking
of bonds.
B. Self repair
Robotic self-assembly falls under the larger umbrella of
self-repair which has many different connotations.
Essentially, self-repair involves the repairing of a broken
system either with the system replacing faulty components
with redundant ones existing within the system or by fixing
broken ones in situ. The focus of this paper is on self-repair
by self-assembly which includes components that must be
physically manipulated in order to affect repair.
Self-repair can essentially be broken down into three
steps, diagnosis, planning and execution
Diagnosis: Identify, sense that a problem exists.determine the cause of failure. Diagnosis in general requires

some reasoning about cause and effect, understanding of the
physical processes of the system and possibly reasoning
about data from the time history of a variety of sensors [3].
In this case, the most obvious failure mode is that system is
in pieces. For this work, we will not consider the possibility
of other failure modes (e.g. electrical components or internal
structures damaged from impact.). Diagnosis then involves
determining the connectedness of all the pieces. Once
connectedness is determined, sensing the local arrangement
of pieces then feeds into developing a plan.
Planning: For given classes of failure, determine an
action or sequence of actions that will fix the problem.
Planning for repair can be difficult depending on the types
of repairs needed. Planning for repair in the modular robot
case after structured disassembly reduces to the classic AI
assembly problem [4], except that the pieces move
themselves rather than being moved by a robot arm. Another
difference for modular robots, is that there are often many
identical modules and so there are many configurations that
are isomorphic [5].
Execution: Implement the plan which may involve
multiple closed loop control processes. Executing a repair
typically involves the removal or rearrangements of
damaged parts. For the SAE problem, the parts are already
separated, so the main objective is the motion of modules in
the environment to dock with other modules.
C. Related work and metrics
Modular self-reconfiguring robot systems have achieved
several of the elements described in the execution and
planning phases of self-repair. Murata [6] demonstrated
repair of many identical modules connected in one
connected component (it was not the assembly of many
pieces). Chirikjian demonstrated robotic self-repair using
Legos systems in the context of self-replication though the
environment was structured [7].
Another element necessary for SAE is the relative
localization of parts after explosion. As vision sensors and
computing elements continue to get smaller, cheaper, and
faster, it has become increasingly attractive to consider the
use of smart camera networks. Each camera node has its
own imaging device, processing unit and communication
unit in a self-contained independent manner. A number of
approaches to recovering the relative positions of a set of
cameras based on tracked objects have been proposed in the
literature [8, - 12]. These approaches can be very effective in
situations where one can gather sufficient correspondences
over time. In contrast, the approach used here [13] directly
instruments the sensors and provides rapid estimates of the
sensor field configuration using relatively modest
computational and communication resources.
Docking mechanisms are important device elements that
have been studied for modular robots [14-17]. However, the
other elements of this task are relatively new, especially with
regard to the randomness in exploding apart the elements.

One of the metrics that could be used to define the
“randomness” of a particular implementation of SAE would
be the entropy or disorder of the system after explosion,
perhaps some analogy to entropy of molecules in an ideal
gas. This would involve the number of pieces in the system
and the level of disorder of those pieces.
For example, at one end of the spectrum, a system that
was exploded into just two pieces that fell next to each other
with out any significant rotational misalignment would have
the minimum randomness SAE metric. Farther along the
spectrum would be a robot exploded into thousands of
pieces that were randomly strewn over a large area.
In the modular self-reconfigurable robot community, this
type of re-assembly would be classified in the mobile class
[18] of self-reconfiguration as there are multiple connected
components that must move in the environment that come
together. The minimal randomness example above; a
system assembling two pieces that are relatively close in
alignment was demonstrated by Shen with CONRO [16].
Also, in the mobile class of self-reconfigurable robot, the
Swarm robot [19] demonstrated the linking together of tens
of small mobile robots with small grippers. In this case, the
robots are built to drive around and grab on each other. The
focus and ability of this system is more as a group of
individuals than as one connected component. Also both of
these demonstrations did not include any high energy event
(explosion) or randomization distribution.
III. TECHNICAL ASPECTS
A. Structured disassembly
The context of explosion, as defined above, includes a
high energy event. The question is how high is high? Again,
in this context, any event that injects enough energy to break
the bonds holding a structure together is high enough to be
called an explosion. By designing bonds between modules
as the weakest bonds in a system, they will likely be the
bonds which break first. If the inertial properties of the
modules are also small, the modules bonds will also likely
be the only bonds to break even under larger energy events.
As an example, a house of cards is a structure with very
low energy bonds (just gravity and static friction) holding
the system together. A baseball thrown at the house of cards
would be an event that would “explode” the system.
While the goal is to develop systems that can selfreassemble after a large impact, it is easier to start with
systems that self-reassemble after small impacts. This is
done by designing module bonds that are relatively weak,
but not too weak. At a minimum, the bonds must be strong
enough to maintain integrity during normal tasks (i.e. under
gravity and the applied forces and torques from
environmental interactions).
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Fig. 1: Three piece self-reassembly after explosion. a) kick to midsection, b) resulting in three clusters of modules strewn randomly, c) clusters
self-right and dock, d) system stands up, 3) system resumes walking.

B. Self-assessment (finding location of parts)
In this process, the system must identify which pieces are
detached and where the parts are located. This is primarily a
sensing activity, but may also require communications
depending on whether a centralized or decentralized
planning approach is used.
There are two sensing modalities required. One is
connectivity. Two modules must be able to detect that they
are connected (or not), both when they lose connectivity
after an explosion and when they reestablish connectivity
during reassembly.
The other modality is relative location. The modules must
be able to find the relative position and orientation of the
other disconnected modules in order to re-dock with them.
In our implementation of the localization process, the
camera nodes signal their presence by blinking their lights in
a preset pattern. That is, each of the nodes would be
assigned a unique string representing a fixed speed blink
pattern such as 10110101. The node would then turn its light
on for 1 and off for 0 in the sequence prescribed by its
string. These blink patterns provide a means for each of the
nodes to locate other nodes in their images. They do this by
collecting a sequence of images over time and analyzing the
image intensity arrays to locate pixels whose intensity varies
in an appropriate manner.
This approach allows the camera node to both localize
and uniquely identify neighboring nodes since the blink
patterns are individualized [13]. Each camera node also has
an integrated 3-axis accelerometer; therefore, as soon as
there is a line of sight between two camera nodes, they both

can be localized up to a scale factor. The size of the blinking
light in the image is a function of relative angle and distance
between the two camera nodes. Although this size is not a
good measure of the distance when camera nodes are far
apart, our experience shows it is very effective at close
range. This fits perfectly with docking where accurate
measurements are only needed when the modules are close.
Each camera node can also have more than one blinking
pattern and changes its pattern to send messages to other
camera nodes.
C. Planning
Planning occurs at two levels. At the higher level, the
system must plan for the connectivity of the assembled
system. For modular robots, there are many repeated
modules within the system. So, when an explosion occurs,
the reassembly of the modules need not have the same
modules in the same places as the original. An optimal plan
for reassembly may involve minimizing the total distance of
all modules travel. This rearrangement of individual
modules can also lead to more robust systems. In the event
that some modules are damaged, the reassembly may move
the damaged modules to locations which are not critical for
operation.
At the lower level the moving modules must plan their
collision free motion for docking. In the broadest sense, this
becomes the standard robot motion planning problem,
possibly in the presence of obstacles, which usually means
the obstacles must also be sensed.
Architecturally, both the planning and self-assessment
may be either centralized or decentralized. In most cases,

optimality is easier to evaluate and implement in a
centralized approach.
D. Bring parts together (guided locomotion)
Once an assembly plan has been established, the plans
must be executed. This includes the locomotion of the
modules to bring their connection faces in proximity,
docking, and then re-bonding of the modules together.
Typically these motions are closed loop actions using the
sensors to guide the motion of the modules for docking.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
A 15 module robot was used in a first demonstration of the
SAE problem. Five modules were grouped together in a
“cluster”. Each cluster had four CKbot modules that each
have one degree of freedom (DOF) and one camera module.
Each module in a cluster is attached to the others by screws.
The clusters are connected together by magnets, which serve
as the boundary for structured disassembly.
A. Demonstration
A sequence for a demonstration is shown in Figure 1. The
implemented demonstration follows a fairly well laid out
sequence that is represented easily with a finite state
machine.
Here the task is bipedal walking. Figure 1a, shows the
modules mid-stride when the explosion event occurs – a
kick to the midsection. The system falls apart at the magnet
face boundaries into the three pieces.
In general, the pieces are now randomly located in six
dimensions (position and orientation), Figure 1b. A periodic
local communication event through the connecting faces ,
does not get an acknowledgement indicating to the modules
that the clusters are indeed no longer connected together.
Each cluster has the ability to individually locomote on
the plane – move forward backward and turn – something
that the individual modules cannot do. However, they only
do so when the camera is upright. The modules sense the
direction of gravity by accelerometers in the camera module
and perform maneuvers to self-right themselves.
Once upright, two clusters perform a search to find each
other visually. Then the two approach each other such that
two side faces can attach together as in Figure 1c. The
magnet faces provide a mechanism where the modules need
only locate themselves within approximately one centimeter
when the faces attach themselves together
The two attached clusters then move as one unit searching
for the third cluster which also searches for the combined
ones. The docking procedure is similar to the previous
process.
When the three clusters are together the fully system is
assembled but is now lying prone rather than standing up.
The system recognizes that it is whole (via the IR
communication). It also senses the direction of gravity (via
the camera accelerometers). It then performs a standing gait
as shown in Figure 1d.

The standing state is recognized, again using IR to see the
three together and the accelerometers to sense orientation, so
the robot resumes walking as in Figure 1e.
B. Architecture
The architecture for this implementation includes modular
hardware as well as communication and control strategy.
Since the hardware is hierarchical – modules form clusters,
clusters form systems – the communication and control
structure and naturally follows that architecture as well.
1) Modular hardware
a)

CKbot Modules

CKbot (Connector Kinetic roBot) is the unit modular
reconfigurable robot that is used as the primary platform for
this work. The kinematics and connector strategy is typical
for many chain style reconfigurable modular robots [14-16].
Each module in the system consists of:
1) A laser cut plastic (ABS) body with a hobby servo
actuator to control one rotational degree of freedom.
2) A controller (PIC18F2680) and associated hardware
for implementing a Controller Area Network (CAN) and
neighbor-to-neighbor IR communications protocol.
3) Four connector faces that pass the communications bus
and power bus with an option of attaching at 90° rotations.
Two modules are attached together by using screws or
optional magnet faces that physically connect two modules
together. When modules are screwed together, an electrical
header is included in between the modules to facilitate the
communications and electrical power bus. With magnet
face connections, only IR data is transmitted and received
between modules. For both these connection options, the
connection is homogeneous and hermaphroditic. Power can
be supplied either from an external power supply or onboard
Li-poly batteries that plug into the power ports on the
module. Each modular cluster connected with magnets
requires at least one source of power to interact with the
other clusters.

Fig. 2: Two IR transmitter and receiver pairs are on each side of a CKbot
module except the bottom port which has one pair.

One module can be considered as a cube with connectors

on top, bottom, left and right faces as in Figure 2. The top,
left and right faces are rigidly mounted together, the bottom
face is actuated to rotate up to form the front or rear face of
a perfect cube. Functionally the module has one symmetry
where the module is rotated so that left and right sides are
swapped, though the actuator would need to be controlled in
an opposite sense to be equivalent. The top and bottom
connectors almost have the same symmetry, however the left
and right faces are rigidly attached to the top, so a rotation
swapping top and bottom results in a kinematic change
(though not positional) in the left and right faces.
The system has a global communications bus allowing
each module to talk to and discover which other modules are
available. Local communication allows each module to talk
to its neighbors which indicates connectivity to neighbors
and allows for synchronized locomotion control between
magnetically connected clusters of modules.
Figure 2 shows the layout of the seven IR pairs. Note that
when two faces are attached together, the transmitter LED
(TX) faces directly on to the receiver photodiode (RX) on
the opposing face and vice versa. Currently, about 60 CKbot
modules have been constructed and a variety of tasks have
been demonstrated including moving like a snake, dynamic
rolling [20], digging in sand and walking like a slinky toy
see [21] for videos.
__

___

Processing Library. The daughter board provides a CAN
interface for communication between the regular modules
and the camera module. The two camera modules can
communicate through Bluetooth or with different blinking
patterns.
c)

Magnet faces

Screwed onto the sides of the modules are “magnet
faces”. These faces have 8 rare earth magnets with 4 north
facing and 4 south facing magnets arranged such that two
opposing faces will attract each other at 90 degree rotations.
The faces have enough strength to hold 7 modules vertically
before the weight of those 7 pulls them apart.
2) Communication and coordination
The inter-module communication structure is based on the
Robotics Bus [22] which uses the Controller Area Network
(CANbus). CAN is used to coordinate communication
within each modular section that consists of four modules,
one camera/accelerometer, and one controller [show figure].
In
this
situation,
all
components
(modules,
camera/accelerometer, controller) can communicate with
one another with designated node IDs and message
identifiers.
A serial infra-red (IR) communication method is also used
for neighboring modules to communicate through their
attached docking face. The controller processor inputs data
from the camera/accelerometer and IR ports of the modules
to determine what task to perform with the connected
modules (i.e., turn upright, move and turn toward another
cluster of modules, determine inter-cluster connectivity).
When clusters of modules are connected at the specified
docking points, the controllers of the two clusters
communicate with an IR/CAN combination that allows them
to know when and how two clusters are connected. For this
work, one controller acts as a master and other controllers
are slaves. When clusters are connected, the master
controller commands both itself and the other controller(s)
to play gaits in synchronized coordination.
3) Software
a)

Fig. 3: One cluster of four CKbot modules with camera, battery pack,
controller, and magnetic face attachments.

b)

Camera module

The camera module can be seen as the cube with a
window sitting on top of the four CKbot modules in Figure
3. Each camera module contains a SBC50 Camera by Vision
Component with a fisheye lens that communicates through
RS232 with a daughter board having a PIC18f2680
microcontroller, a 3-axis accelerometer, a wide angle LED
and a Bluetooth module. The image processing is performed
on the camera using the Vision Components Lib Image

State machine

Each cluster must be able to take on different roles and
perform different actions. If it is not connected to other
clusters it must locomote on its own to find and connect to
other clusters based on inputs from the camera module. If it
is connected in a system of clusters the master must send
messages to the other clusters and behave in a synchronized
manner. The decision making inside each cluster is done by
the controller and can be described by the following state
machine.
Connectivity: In the connectivity state the controller
sends messages on its IR ports to determine the clusters it is
connected to. If it is connected to other clusters only one of

the clusters will become the master and command the other
clusters.
Search: In the “search” state the cluster or assembly of
clusters rotate in place searching for other clusters. It knows
it has found another cluster if the camera module sees the
blinking LED pattern of another camera module. If the
pattern belongs to a cluster it wants to dock to, it will enter
the “approach and dock” state.
Approach and Dock: Approaches and docks to another
cluster by using input from the camera module. Once
docking occurs, the controller will enter the “connectivity”
state to verify that docking was successful.
Walk: In this paper the task of the full system of clusters
was to walk. If the system has collected enough clusters the
system will enter “walk” state. The controller in the body
acts as the master to controllers in the legs. In the “walk”
state the body decides the gait to be played, such as standing
up, taking a left step or right step and sends this decision
through IR/CAN to the other leg clusters. The controllers in
the leg clusters wait and listen to gaits being sent through
IR. These gaits are played back from the gait control tables
which are described below.
b)

Gait control table

Gait control tables are an easy way to control a large
number of modules [2, 23]. The table elements contain the
joint angles for each module, each column corresponds to a
module and each row corresponds to a point in time.
Motion from one step in the table to the next is linearly
interpolated in joint space.

Fig 4: A view of the two other legs from the torso camera module. The wide
angle fish-eye lens covers almost 240 degree.

c)

Vision localization

The localization software consists of two parts: The first
part runs directly on the camera and captures 16 images (as
seen in Figure 4) at 20 fps, 2 times faster than the blinker
rate, and looks for the 8-bit blinker patterns on odd and even
frames; therefore, the blinking light will be detected on odd,

even or both frame sets without any synchronization
process. We assume each camera has unique IDs therefore it
is not possible to have more than one connected component
blinking blob with the same ID on a frame set. At the end,
the camera outputs the centroid, ID and size of the blinking
blob. The second part of the software runs on the daughter
board and determines the relative position and orientation of
the nodes in 3D based on these images measurements and
the accelerometer readings. The resulting pose information
is relayed to the other modules using the Robotics Bus
interface.
d)

Posable programming

In order to create the various gaits for locomotion, a GUI
that records the angular positions of the modules was used.
The programmer manually shapes the robot into a desired
position and records the joint angles. A series of these
recorded positions then form a gait table which can be
executed through the same GUI. This provides a very
efficient way of designing and testing gaits, especially for
large configurations. One of the advantages is that the gait
can be designed to be stable by simply balancing the robot at
every step. Another advantage of the GUI is that the gait
table can be edited after it is recorded in order to tweak the
position of a single module.
V. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS
While three pieces is a modest number for an SAE
demonstration, it contains all the components of required of
SAE. Increasing the number of pieces (and thus the disorder
metric) for the SAE problem is a clear goal.
There are several steps to increasing the disorder of the
system. While cameras are getting lower cost, it will be
inefficient to have cameras on every module. Near term
work includes developing architectures where individual
modules with limited functionality (no cameras, perhaps no
ability to move) can be viewed and assembled by other
clusters that do contain localization and mobility.
Besides increasing the number of pieces, improving
structured disassembly may also be useful. This includes
developing a methodology for analyzing the energy
absorbed by the breaking of bonds and a methodology for
designing systems with breakable bonds.
This paper introduces the SAE problem, which requires
the integration of self-assembly, self-diagnosis, and
hierarchical distributed control. While many of the
individual components of solutions to the SAE problem are
straight forward, the integration of all of them make this an
excellent challenge problem to gauge the maturity of selfreconfigurable systems.
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